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The emission of fragments in high_energy collisions has 

been the subject of many experimental studies in recent years. Such 

studie!! yield valuable information particularly for understanding 

the reaction mechanism. The interactions of high-energy projectiles 

with nuclei can be understood in terms of a two-step m~chanism/l/ 

in which the excitation and deexcitation stages are assumed. Experi

mental data are usually discussed in the framework of the intranuclear 

cascade evaporation/2/ and the abrasion-ablation/3/ models. Isotopic 

yields of fragments were found to be consistent with evaporation 

calculations/4/ s~owing that the process of the interaction is suf

ficiently slow to permit at least partial statistical equilibration. 

The statistical features of the process can be displayed by the QGG

systematics/5/. The QGG-analY!!is has been applied to the yields of 

fragment!! emitted in nuclear reactions induced by 400 GeV protons 

and 1.54 AGeV 12C_ions/6/. It may be of interest to explore the appli_ 

cability of the QGG-systematics to our recent data on the fragment 

yields from nuclear reactions induced by 3.65 AGeV 12C_ions and 3.65 

GeV protons on 181 Ta /7/ and 197Au /8/ nuclei. Nevertheless, the 

validity of limiting fragmentation in this energy reFion gives a good 

possibility of comparing previous/61 and present/7 ,8/ results. 

Following the approach of the ~G-systematics, the isoto

pic yield!! 0 can be fitted by the relation 

6'"' C exp (QGG/T ) /1/ 

where C is a constant, = MF - M - is an energy of theQGG f 
reaction /the subscript!! on the masses refer to the fragmenting 

nucleus F, the observed fragment f, and the complementary fragment c. 
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kB 	 /2/ ta fOr Ta and Au are[Rf+Rc marked with filled 
The constant ~ is a barrier reduction factor taking into account points. The values of 

A2/J are normalizedthe fact that the classical barrier overestimates the minimum energy T 
to unity for Ag.

of the fragment/ 9/, the appropriate radii are Rf=roA}/3 and Rc=roA~/~ 
In the present analysis we have used the same value k=0.7 as given 

in ref./6/. The Coulomb barrier has also been evaluated for r =1.44 o 
fm. Taking into account that the nuclear temperature is constant for 

all targets/10/ and the total reaction cross section depends on A;/? 

as well, the relation /1/ can be rewritten as 
10 I 

6' CAT2/3 exp( QGG-
kB 

) 	 /3/T • 
6' fA~'["bJ 

The experimental isobaric yields of fragments have been 

examined in the form of Eq./3/. The results for neutron excess frag

ment 4850 and neutron deficient fragment 52Mn are illustrated in 

Fig.1 and 2, respectively. These particular fragments were chosen 

for the same reasons as given in the work of Cole and Porile/6/. 

Moreover, a simple comparison of both sets of results can be made. 

As can be seen, our results for Ta and Au targets in both irradiati_ 

ons /3.65 GeV protons and 3.65 AGeV 12c~ions/ are in agreement with 

respectively/, and T is a nuclear temperature. Concentrating to the 	 Fig. 1. QGG-aystematics . 1n rl--------,--------,--------,--------, 

for the formation ofvariation of the yield of a particular fragmen~ witQ target AT' it 
48Sc in the Interaction 

is necessary to reduce QGG by the value of the effective Coulomb of high-energy 12C_ions 6'/A~'[.b) 
barrier/6/ (up) and protons (down) 

with U.Au.Ta.Gd and Ag 

kZfZce2 nuclei. The present da
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seem to be consiatent with the QGG-systematics of both sets of data. 
1~.2. Qaa-systematics for the formation of 52Mn in theThe analysis gives the value of T about 13.5 MeV. On the other hand, 

f 	 interaction of high-energy 12C_ions /up/ and protons 
the results for neutron deficient fragment 52Mn are in contrast with /down/ with U,Au,fa,Gd and Ag nuclei. The pres.nt 
those obtained for 488c • The experimental eVidence that the Q	 data for Ta and Au are marked with filled pOin's.GG 

The values of A;/3 are normalised to unity for A8. 
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systematics are not obeyed for 52Mn suggests that partial statis

tical equilibration may not be responsible for the neutron deficient 

fraf,ment emission. This fragment is probably formed as a spallation 

residue. 

At last, what can we say about tte nuclear temperature T 

extrarted from the isotopic yields for neutron excess frag'llent 48Sc? 
The value of about 1,.5 MeY is too high in order to explain the ex

citation energy E*= aT2 !a~AT!10 being the level density parameter!. 

the appropriate values of E* are much higher than those derived from 

the more realistic model calculations. 
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Kozma P., Damdinsuren C., Chultem D. EI-88-433 
Q~o - Systematics of Fragment Yields 

The yields of fragments produced in nuclear reactions 
induced by high-energy protons and 12C-ions have been 
examined in the framework of the QQa-systematics. While 
results for neutron excess fragment 48Sc were found to be 
consistent with the theory, the Qao-systematics certainly 
are not obeyed for neutron deficient fragment 52Mn. Ne
vertheless, the nuclear temperature of about 13.5 MeV 
extracted from experimental data for 4&Sc is too high to 
explain the excitation stage of the interaction. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR. 
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